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Abstract. The possible spectra of one-particle reduced density matrices that are compatible
with a pure multipartite quantum system of finite dimension form a convex polytope. We
introduce a new construction of inner- and outer-bounding polytopes that constrain the
polytope for the entire quantum system. The outer bound is sharp. The inner polytope stems
only from doubly excited states. We find all quantum systems, where the bounds coincide
giving the entire polytope. We show, that those systems are: i) any system of two particles
ii) L qubits, iii) three fermions on N ď 7 levels, iv) any number of bosons on any number
of levels and v) fermionic Fock space on N ď 5 levels. The methods we use come from
symplectic geometry and representation theory of compact Lie groups. In particular, we study
the images of proper momentum maps, where our method describes momentum images for all
representations that are spherical.
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1. Introduction
The quantum marginal problem is the problem of describing the set of all possible
reduced density matrices that correspond to some pure state of a system of many particles.
This is a difficult and fundamental question, which occurs in many branches of physics and
quantum chemistry. In 1995 it was designated by National Research Council of USA as one of
ten most prominent research challenges in quantum chemistry [1]. Let us next briefly describe
the main points of this problem. A pure quantum state can be described by a normalised
vector from a Hilbert space. Equivalently, in the density matrix formalism a pure quantum
state is a rank-one projector on the corresponding vector. However, one usually does not need
the whole density matrix in order to describe some properties of a quantum system and the
knowledge of reduced density matrices is sufficient. The reduced density matrix associated
to a subsystem A1 of the entire quantum system A is defined by averaging the whole density
matrix ρ “ |ΨyxΨ| over the subsystem A´A1. The average is done via computing the partial
trace over the Hilbert space corresponding to A´ A1, which we denote by ρA1 “ trA´A1 ρ. In
general, one can consider reduced density matrices that correspond to subsystems that overlap,
i.e. ρA1 and ρA2 , where A1 X A2 ‰ H. Then, ρA1 and ρA2 are called overlapping marginals.
Such marginals occur naturally in quantum chemistry. For example, while calculating energy
of a system with a finite number of particles, where the interactions occur only in pairs of
particles, the sufficient information is contained in the two-particle reduced density matrices.
Indeed, for such a system the Hamiltonian is a sum of one- and two-particle Hamiltonians,
H “ řiHi`ři,j Hi,j . Furthermore, if the quantum system is in a state |Ψy, then the density
matrix reads ρ “ |ΨyxΨ| and the energy is given by
E “ tr pHρq “
ÿ
i
tr pHiρq `
ÿ
i,j
tr pHi,jρq “
ÿ
i
tr pHiρiq `
ÿ
i,j
tr pHi,jρi,jq ,
where ρi is the one-particle reduced density matrix for ith particle and ρi,j is the two-particle
reduced density matrix for the subsystem of i-th and j-th particle. While modelling molecules,
the stable electronic configuration is described by a state that minimises the energy. In other
words, we are interested in finding the following minimum:
E0 “ min
ρ“|ΨyxΨ|
tr pHρq “ min
tρi“1PRDM,ρi,j“2PRDMu
˜ÿ
i
tr pHiρiq `
ÿ
i,j
tr pHi,jρi,jq
¸
.
Such a problem can in principle be solved numerically. However, taking the domain of
minimisation to be the entire space of pure states is very inefficient, as the dimension of
such a space grows exponentially with the number of particles. The space of the one- and two-
particle reduced density matrices (1PRDM, 2PRDM) is much smaller, therefore an algorithm
that uses the optimal domain of minimisation would be much more robust. However, the
problem of describing the set of two-particle reduced density matrices seems to be intractable
and there are no solutions known, even for low-dimensional systems. From the point of view
of computational complexity, the problem of deciding whether a set of two-particle density
matrices is compatible with some pure N particle state is QMA complete, i.e. is expected to
be intractable even for a quantum computer [41, 42]. One way to simplify this problem is to
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approximate the original hamiltonian by a sum of one-particle hamiltonians, as, for example,
in the Hartree- Fock method. Then, the minimisation is done over the set of one-particle
reduced density matrices, which is easier to describe. The problem of deciding compatibility
of a set of one particle reduced density matrices with some pure state is called the one-body
quantum marginal problem and it is NP-hard [58]. This problem is computationally simpler
mainly because the one-body quantum marginals are non-overlapping. In this paper, we only
consider the one-body quantum marginal problem. The solution of this problem does not
seem to be directly applicable to the description of overlapping marginals.
Note that the task of energy minimisation can be reduced to the problem of finding the
possible spectra of the one-particle reduced density matrices. This is because any quantum
state can be transformed by a proper change of basis to a state, whose one-particle reduced
density matrices are diagonal. The problem of finding the criteria that allow one to decide
whether a given spectrum is a spectrum of some one-particle reduced density matrix has a
long history. The desired criteria have a form of polygonal inequalities for the eigenvalues
of the one-particle reduced density matrices. In other words, the set of solutions is a
convex polytope. This is a consequence of a deep theorem about convexity properties
of momentum maps, where this polytope is called the momentum polytope, in a theory
developed simultaneously from a symplectic and algebraic point of view around 1980, in
particular in works of Atiyah, Kirwan, Mumford, Ness, culminating in a general theorem
on symplectic manifold by Kirwan, see [30] and the references therein. For example, in a
quantum system with a fixed number of fermions, the Pauli exclusion principle [43] says
that the spectrum of the one-particle reduced density matrix is a set of numbers between
0 and 1. In other words, the fermionic occupation numbers cannot be greater than 1.
However, these are not all the constraints. In 1970 systems of two and three fermions have
been considered by Ruskai, Borland and Dennis, who have found other inequalities for the
spectra [14, 26]. The first general algorithm for solving this problem has been presented
by Klyachko [9, 10, 12]. Recently, another algorithms have been presented in [13, 20].
Unfortunately, the computational complexity of these algorithms is still significant and they
produce many redundant inequalities. The largest systems, for which the inequalities have
been computed include the system of 3 and 4 fermions on 8 levels [10] and the system of 3
distinguishable particles on 4 levels [20]. There also exists the solution for a system with an
arbitrary number of qubits [40].
The polytope, which is described by the polygonal inequalities for the spectra of the one-
particle reduced density matrices, known as the momentum polytope in symplectic geometry,
is also called the spectral polytope in our context. Spectral polytopes are also relevant for
studying entanglement in pure quantum systems. This is because certain subpolytopes of the
spectral polytope correspond to SLOCC (Stochastic Local Operations assisted by Classical
Communication) classes of entanglement. We say that two multipartite states are in the same
SLOCC entanglement class if there exists a local linear, invertible operation that transforms
one state onto another. The spectral polytopes for different SLOCC classes (in this context
they are called entanglement polytopes) arise, when we allow the operations that transform the
states asymptotically. Namely, the one-particle spectra corresponding to states that belong to
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the closure of a single SLOCC entanglement class, form a subpolytope of the entire spectral
polytope. This fact provides a necessary criterion for two chosen states to belong to the same
SLOCC class. For the general theory of this phenomenon with examples, see [35, 36, 38]
and [44] for the mathematical description.
In this paper, we introduce new lower and upper bounds for the spectral polytope in the
form of polytopes contained in it, or containing it, respectively. These polytopes arise from
geometric constructions around the locus of non-entangled states, viewed as a submanifold
of the total space. We explain the general representation theoretic framework for a system
with a compact symmetry group acting irreducibly. The manifolds of non-entangled states for
this class of systems are fundamental objects in representation theory and algebraic geometry,
where they are usually viewed in the projective state space, and constitute exactly the class
of homogeneous projective varieties, also known as flag varieties. We focus on several
physical scenarios including systems of many distinguishable particles, systems of many
bosons, systems of many fermions and fermionic Fock space with a finite number of modes.
In these scenarios, the loci of non-entangled states are: i) the separable states for systems
of distinguishable particles, a.k.a. Segre variety; ii) spin coherent states for the angular
momentum operator or, more generally, permamental states of bosons, a.k.a. Veronese
variety; iii) Slater determinantal states for the fixed number of fermions, a.k.a. Graßmann
variety in its Plücker embedding iv) fermionic gaussian states in the fermionic Fock space,
a.k.a. variety of pure spinors. Systems of distinguishable particles are particularly important
in quantum information theory [3], as many quantum information protocols consider a
situation, where distant parties are allowed to use arbitrary local quantum operations and
send classical information. Scenarios with a fixed number of fermions are mainly considered
in quantum chemistry, where the variational methods are widely used. In this context, the
inequalities for the facets of the spectral polytope are called the generalised Pauli constraints
and are useful in finding ground states of fermionic systems [11, 56, 57]. Finally, there has
been a growing interest in the scenarios involving the fermionic Fock space in the context of
quantum computations with noise [28, 45, 46] and quantum entanglement [47–50]. Despite
such an interest, spectral polytopes in the context of fermionic Fock spaces have not been
considered anywhere in the literature. We treat all the scenarios using the language of the
representation theory, which allows us to state the results for all the scenarios simultaneously.
In the same time, it provides proper geometric tools for dealing with the quantum marginal
problem and the description of spectral polytopes. In particular, the interpretation of the
problem in terms of the representation theory of the symmetry group, allows one to use the
momentum map [2]. As we explain in section 3, the spectral polytope constitutes the image
of the momentum map. Both bounds that we discuss in this work are given by cones whose
vertex is the highest weight of the considered representation. As we explain in section 4.1, the
highest weight can be understood as the set of spectra of one-particle reduced density matrices
corresponding to a non-entangled state of a system of many-particles. Equivalently, the non-
entangled states are the ground states of some noninteracting systems of many particles
for hamiltonians that have non-degenerate spectra. To see this, consider a system of L
distinguishable particles with local hamiltonian H “ řLk“1Hk. For each Hk we compute its
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eigenstates that form the local one-particle bases |iy, 0 ď i ă nk, where nk is the dimension
of the Hilbert space of the k-th particle. We arrange the states in each basis according to
their energies, i.e. xi|Hk|iy ă xj|Hk|jy for i ă j. Then, the ground state of the entire
system is given by the product of the local ground states |00 . . . 0y, which is non-entangled.
The construction of the cones bounding the spectral polytope uses the decomposition of the
Hilbert space of the considered quantum system into spaces spanned by vectors obtained by
exciting the ground state a certain number of times. By an excited state we understand a state
which is obtained from the ground state by a sequence of creation operators from the Lie
algebra of the symmetry group. Geometrically, the locus of states obtained by all possible
sequences of k excitations is known as the k-th osculating space to the orbit of non-entangled
states. In the above example, the basis states with a single excitation are those, where one
particle is in an excited state. Such states are of the form |0 . . . 0i0 . . . 0y, i ą 0. Similarly, the
doubly excited states are of the form |0 . . . 0i0 . . . 0 . . . 0j0 . . . 0y, i, j ą 0. We explain these
concepts in Section 5.
It turns out, that the information obtained by considering a relatively small number of
excitations is sufficient to determine completely the spectral polytope for many quantum
systems. Indeed, doubly excited states suffice in a certain “generic case” from a geometric
point of view, the case where the locus of non-entangled states does not contain linear spaces
of high dimension, i.e. the Gaußian second fundamental form is nondegenerate. The question
arises: how many excitations are needed to determine the spectral polytope near the image
of the ground state? Larger physical systems do not always fall in this generic category,
but doubly excited states suffice in some cases nonetheless. Nongeneric cases require new
methods, and we are lead to an interesting observation concerning spherical actions of the
symmetry group on the state space. In Section 6 we list explicitly all quantum systems, whose
spectral polytope corresponding to pure states is obtained form the doubly excited states. We
also characterise these polytopes in terms of their vertices and facets.
The manuscript is organised as follows. In sections 2 and 3 we describe the relevant
representations and introduce the necessary notions from representation theory. Our aim is
to provide a self-contained introduction for a reader, who is a non-specialist, so that the main
results, which are formulated in sections 5 and 6, can be accessed more easily easier. In
section 4 we introduce the mathematical background for the main results. Most of section 4
can be skipped by a reader, who is not interested in the mathematical details.
2. Preliminaries
We are studying the finite-dimensional systems of distinguishable and indistinguishable
particles. Each scenario we introduce below concerns a compact, connected semisimple group
K and its complexification G that act on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H, which is the
space of pure (unnormalised) states of a quantum system. Let us next specify the scenarios.
Firstly, we give a detailed description for the distinguishable case and the indistinguishable
setting will be described via analogy. The Hilbert space for distinguishable particles is the
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tensor product of one-particle spaces
HD “ CN1 b CN2 b . . .b CNL ,
The product basis of HD consists of tensor products of one-particle basis vectors.
HD “
A
|i1y b |i2y b . . .b |iLy : 1 ď ik ď Nk
E
C
, (1)
where x¨ yC denotes the linear span over C. The allowed operations are local and invertible.
In particular, we consider the action of local unitary (LU) operations, which is linear on HD.
A tuple of local unitary operators U “ pU1, U2, . . . , ULq, Uk P UpNkq acts on a basis vector
in the following way:
U |i1y b |i2y b . . .b |iLy “ U1|i1y b U2|i2y b . . .b UL|iLy.
GroupUpNkq acts onCNk viaNkˆNk matrices with complex entries that satisfy the condition
UU : “ 1Nk . We denote the group of LU operators by K. Another group of local operations
that we use is the group of invertible SLOCC operations, which are the general linear
operators, G “ GLpN1q ˆGLpN2q ˆ . . .ˆGLpNLq.
Let us next set up the notation and introduce the basic notions regarding the Lie algebras
glpNq and upNq, which are the building block in all of the above cases. A fixed unitary basis
|1y, ..., |Ny allows us to represent glpNq as represented by all N ˆN matrices with complex
entries, whereas upNq is represented by antihermitian complex matrices, i.e. X “ ´X:. A
natural basis for glpNq consists of the matrices with a single nonzero entry equal to 1:
Ei,j :“ |iyxj| P glpNq, 1 ď i, j ď N.
The hermitean conjugates of the basis vectors are simply their transpositions, E:i,j “ Ej,i, and
upNq has a basis given by
Xi,j :“ ßpEi,j ` Ej,iq, Yi,j :“ Ei,j ´ Ej,i, 1 ď i ă j ď N,
ιHi, 1 ď i ď N ,
where
Hi :“ |iyxi|, 1 ď i ď N. (2)
denotes the basis of the diagonal matrices. These form a maximal abelian subalgebra
consisting of semisimple elements, denoted tN , called a Cartan subgalgebra or a maximal
torus. The rest of the basis vectors are eigenvectors for tN with respect to conjugation (the
adjoint action). The eigenvalues αi,j , viewed as functionals on tN , are called the roots of
glpNq. Correspondingly, Ei,j are called root-operators. The upper triangular matrices form
a maximal solvable subalgebra of glpNq, called a Borel subalgebra. The corresponding root
αi,j , i ă j, are called positive roots, while the roots of the lower triangular matrices are called
negative roots. We have indeed ´αi,j “ αj,i.
Thus we have
upNq “
Nà
i“1
xßHiyR ‘
à
1ďiăjďN
xXi,j, Yi,jyR,
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and glpNq is the complexification of upNq. Equivalently,
glpNq “
Nà
i“1
xHiyC ‘
à
1ďiăjďN
xEi,j, E:i,jyC.
Both algebras are naturally equipped with a non-degenerate bilinear form, which is the
Hilbert-Schmidt product:
pX, Y q “ trpX:Y q.
The Hilbert-Schmidt product is positive definite, when restricted to upNq. Note that the
introduced basis of upNq is orthogonal with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt product, hence
we have an isomorphism upNq » RN ‘ RpN2 q.
In the case of distinguishable particles, the considered algebras are direct sums of the
algebras of the components, i.e.
g “
Là
k“1
glpNkq, k “
Là
k“1
upNkq.
An algebra element X “ pX1, . . . , XLq, where Xk P glpNkq or Xk P upNkq respectively, is
represented on HD as matrix of the form
X1 b 1b . . .b 1` 1bX2 b 1 . . .b 1` . . .` 1b . . .b 1bXL. (3)
Choosing tXiuLi“1 to be elements of the introduced basis for the components of the respective
algebras, we obtain a basis of g and k.
The case of indistinguishable particles covers fermions and bosons. The Hilbert space for
L bosons or fermions on N modes (levels) are respectively the symmetric and antisymmetric
tensors from HD “
`
CN
˘bL. We denote those spaces in the following way
HB “ SLpCNq, HF “ ΛLpCNq.
Note that the number of fermions cannot be greater than the number of modes, L ď N . The
basis of HB consists of symmetric products of basis vectors from CN , while the basis of HF
consists of exterior products of basis vectors from CN .
HB “
A
|i1y _ |i2y _ . . ._ |iLy : i1 ď i2 ď . . . ď iL
E
C
, (4)
HF “
A
|i1y ^ |i2y ^ . . .^ |iLy : i1 ă i2 ă . . . ă iL
E
C
. (5)
For bosons, we alternatively denote the basis vectors by counting the mode polulations. Vector
|n1, n2, . . . , nNy corresponds to |i1y _ |i2y _ . . ._ |iLy such that nk :“ #tl : il “ ku. In both
cases the considered groups are K “ UpNq and G “ GLpNq, which act via the diagonal
action, i.e.
U |i1y _ |i2y _ . . ._ |iLy “ U |i1y _ U |i2y _ . . ._ U |iLy,
and the same for fermions. The Lie algebra elements are represented by the following matrices
X b 1b . . .b 1` . . .` 1b . . .b 1bX, X P k or X P g. (6)
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Fermionic Fock space The last scenario that we consider is a bit different from the previous
ones, as group K is the real spin group K “ Spinp2Nq and G is the complex spin group,
G “ Spinp2N,Cq. We direct the reader to [27] for a detailed description of this setting
from the physical point of view. Groups K and G act on Majorana operators defined on the
fermionic Fock space. The fermionic Fock space is the direct sum of all possible fermionic
spaces in a N mode system, i.e.
F “
Nà
L“0
ΛLpCNq,
where Λ0pCNq “
A
|Ωy
E
C
» C is the vacuum. Recall that a basis of the Fock space can be
constructed by acting with a sequence of creation operators on the vacuum state, i.e.
F “
A
|Ωy
E
C
‘
A
a:i1a
:
i2
. . . a:iL |Ωy : 1 ď i1 ă i2 ă . . . ă iL ď N, 1 ď L ď N
E
C
. (7)
The elements of the above basis are the same as vectors defined in equation (5), i.e.
a:i1a
:
i2
. . . a:iL |Ωy “ |i1y^ |i2y^ . . .^|iLy. The creation operators satisfy the anticommutation
relations tai, aju “ 0, tai, a:ju “ δij1. The Spinp2Nq group acts via unitary operations on
the 2N Majorana operators, which are
c2i´1 “ ai ` a:i , c2i “ ßpai ´ a:i q, i P t1, 2, . . . , Nu.
The Majorana operators anticommute, i.e. tci, cju “ 2δij1. The action reads
UciU
: “
ÿ
j
Ri,jcj,
where the matrix R belongs to the special orthogonal group SOp2Nq, i.e. RTR “ 1,
detR “ 1. Any state from the Fock space can be also written in terms of Majorana operators,
following [28], as |Ψy “ γˆ|Ωy, where
γˆ “ α01`
Nÿ
k“1
ßk
ÿ
1ďi1ăi2ă...ăi2kď2N
αi1,i2,...,i2kci1ci2 . . . ci2k .
The action of U P Spinp2Nq on |Ψy is defined via the action of U on γˆ as UγˆU :, which boils
down to the following action on the components of γˆ
pUci1U :qpUci2U :q . . . pUci2kU :q.
There are two irreducible components of the representation of Spinp2Nq. The first irreducible
component is the subspace with an even number of fermions, Fe “ ÀtN{2uK“0 Λ2KpCNq and
the second irreducible component is the subspace with an odd number of fermions Fo “ÀtN{2u
K“0 Λ
2K`1pCNq. The Lie algebra of Spinp2Nq is the same as the Lie algebra of op2Nq
and is given by antisymmetric 2N ˆ 2N matrices with real entries. The complexified algebra
op2NqC is represented on the Fock space, generated by the operators 1
2
cicj, 1 ď i ă j ď 2N
giving a basis. These operators form an orthogonal basis of op2NqC with respect to the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm, and the elements have squared norm
1
4
trpcicjpcicjq:q “ 1
4
trpcicjcjciq “ 1
4
tr1 “ 1
4
2N .
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The action of op2Nq on the components of γˆ is given by commutators
prci1 , Xsqprci2 , Xsq . . . prci2k , Xsq. (8)
In order to introduce the root decomposition of op2Nq and its complexification oCp2Nq, we
will use the creation and annihilation operators instead of the Majorana operators. The basis
of the nondiagonal part given by root operators, which are pairs of annihilation operators of
the form aiaj, aia
:
j, 1 ď i ă j ď N and their hermitian conjugates. The diagonal part of
op2Nq is constructed from the shifted occupation number operators
Hi :“ 1
2
p2a:iai ´ 1q “ ´ß2c2i´1c2i, 1 ď i ď N. (9)
In such a basis, the complex Lie algebra is given by
op2NqC “
Nà
i“1
xHiyC ‘
à
1ďiăjďN
xa:ja:i , aiaj, aia:j, aja:iyC.
The nondiagonal part of op2Nq is spanned by
Ai,j “ ßpa:ja:i ` aiajq “ ß2pc2ic2j ´ c2i´1c2j´1q,
Bi,j “ a:ja:i ´ aiaj “ ´ß2pc2ic2j´1 ` c2i´1c2jq,
Ci,j “ aia:j ´ aja:i “ 12pc2i´1c2j´1 ` c2ic2jq,
Di,j “ ßpaia:j ` aja:i q “ 12pc2ic2j´1 ` c2i´1c2jq.
Hence,
op2Nq “
Nà
i“1
xßHiyR ‘
à
1ďiăjďN
xAi,j, Bi,j, Ci,j, Di,jyR.
The common description Let us formulate the above scenarios in the language of
representation theory of compact and complex reductive Lie groups and Lie algebras. The
results of this paper will be formulated in these terms, as they allow to treat all the scenarios
simultaneously. The necessary theory for compact groups can be found for instance in the
book [53], while the Lie algebra aspect - in [54]. In each of the scenarios we had a compact
connected group K and its complexification G acting by an irreducible representation on
a Hilbert space H, K by unitary and G by complex linear transformations. Although we
are primarily interested in irreducible representations, we shall introduce most part of the
setting without assuming irreducibility. In fact some intermediate results about reducible
representations are needed for our considerations, concerning for instance the behaviour of
H with respect to subgroups of K, under which H might be reducible. We will return to the
notation for the specific cases in Section 6.
We consider a finite dimensional unitary representation of a compact connected Lie
group K Ñ UpHq. The complexification of K is a complex reductive Lie group
with a complex (algebraic) representation G Ñ GLpHq. There are derived Lie algebra
representations kÑ upHq and gÑ glpHq. Let us fix a Cartan subgroup T Ă K, characterised
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as a maximal torus, with Lie algebra t Ă k. T is a (maximal) diagonalizable subgroup in any
(infinitesimally injective) representation of K, so H admits a basis of T -eigenvectors, which
are also t-eigenvectors, called weight vectors. (For our scenarios, these are the basis vectors
defined in (1), (4), (5) and (7).) The eigenvalue is given by a function T Ñ C˚, which
is a group homomorphism, called a character. The derived Lie algebra map is a complex
linear functional t Ñ C, called a weight, with values in iR since the group K acts unitarily.
Identifying t with it˚ via the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product and using the Dirac notation |ηy
for weight vectors of weight η, we write
Hξ|ηy “ pη, ξq|ηy.
with ξ, η P t » Rr representing respectively the acting element and the weight (r is the rank
of the Lie algebra). The identification t » Rr of diagonal operators with an abstract Cartan
algebra element is made via choosing an orthogonal basis of t. The basis diagonal operators
for different scenarios are the following: i) Eq.(2) for a single particle, ii) distinguishable
particles – Eq.(3) wich each Xk equal to some Hi from equation (2), iii) bosons and fermions
– Eq.(6) with X “ Hi for Hi from (2), iv) fermionic Fock space – Eq.(9). With an abuse of
notation, let us reenumerate the diagonal operators by pHiqri“1. Then, for ξ “ pξ1, . . . , ξrq, we
have
Hξ :“ ξ1H1 ` . . . ξrHr.
The elements of t˚ – t arising as derivations of characters of the torus T form a lattice Λ,
naturally embedded as a copy of Zr inside the Lie algebra t. All weights of finite dimensional
representations of K are elements of Λ. We denote by Hη the weight space in H of weight η
and SupppHq Ă Λ we denote the set of weights occuring in H. Thus the action of T on H
determines the weight space decomposition of the representation:
H – à
ηPSupppHq
Hη .
The dimension dimHη is called the multiplicity of the weight. If dimHη “ 1 the weight
vector is unique up to scalar; we say that the weight is multiplicity-free. We call a
representation weight-multiplicity-free; if all of its weight spaces are one-dimensional. Note
that all our scenarios have this property. For such representations, the basis of weight vectors
in H is uniquely defined by T , up to independent scaling, This is not the case, for instance,
with the adjoint representation where the role of H is taken by the complex Lie algebra g,
whose weight space decomposition and basic properties we recall next.
The structure of a compact connected Lie group is encoded in its adjoint representation
on the Lie algebra, its complexification Ad : G Ñ GLpgq. (For a group linearly represented
on a vector space H, provided the representation is injective on the Lie algebra, the adjoint
action can be expressed by conjugation of the linear operators, AdgpHξq “ gHξg´1, for g P G
and ξ P g, where we abuse notation identifying the group elements with the linear operators
; We use the longer name to avoid confusion with the several existing notions of “multiplicity-free
representations”, depending on which multiplicity one refers to. For instance, in [55] the author calls
“multiplicity-free” what we call here by its other popular name “spherical”.
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on H given by the representation. The result is independent on the choice of H.) The weight
space decomposition of g with respect to the fixed Cartan subgroup T is called the root space
decomposition and the nonzero weights are called roots; these were already mentioned for our
examples. The weight 0 occurs and its weight space is the complexified Cartan subalgebra
tC “ g0. The set of nonzero weights ∆ “ Supppgqzt0u is called the root system. The root
spaces gα, α P ∆ are one- dimensional, and we pick generators Eα, called root-vectors, or
root-operators when a representation H is given. Thus the root space decomposition has the
form
g “ tC ‘ pà
αP∆
qxEαyC.
It is known from the structure theory of semisimple Lie groups that the negative ones can be
chosen so that E:α “ E´α, so that
k “ t‘ pà
αP∆`
xEα ´ E´α, ιpEα ` E´αqyCq .
The most basic property of root-operators is that, for any representation g Ñ glpHq and
any weight η, with corresponding weight space Hη “
A
|ηy
E
C
, we have
Eα : Hη Ñ Hη`α , Eα|ηy9|η ` αy.
Any oriented hyperplane in tz∆ defines a decomposition of the root system into positive and
negative roots, ∆ “ ∆` Y∆´, which satisfies ∆` “ ´∆´. We fix one such decomposition.
The set of root-operators is accordingly split in two subsets, known in physics as creation and
annihilation operators. Our convention is to associate positive roots to annihilation operators;
in this way the ground state of a system, defined by the vanishing of the annihilation operators
will correspond to a highest weight vector with the standard conventions of representation
theory. The positive root-operators, together with the Cartan subalgebra span a subalgebra of
g,
b “ tC ‘
A
Eα, α P ∆`
E
C
which is a maximal solvable subalgebra, called a Borel subalgebra.
The Cartan-Weyl theorem, classifying the irreducible representations of reductive
complex Lie algebras (and, consequently, of compact connected groups), states that in every
irreducible representation g Ñ glpHq, the Borel subalgebra b has a unique, up to scalar,
eigenvector, called the highest weight vector of H, denoted here by |λy. Its weight λ is called
the highest weight and determines the irreducible representation up to isomorphism. (See
e.g. [53], [54].)
Let us go back to our examples, starting with distinguishable particles. Taking ξ’s as
standard basis vectors in Rm, it is easy to see that the weights for the distinguishable scenario
are of the form´
pηp1q1 , ηp1q2 , . . . , ηp1qN1 q, . . . , pηpLq1 , ηpLq2 , . . . , ηpLqNL q
¯
,
where for each k we have ηpkqi P t0, 1u and #ti : ηpkqi “ 1u “ 1. For SLpCNq, we have
pη1, η2, . . . , ηNq : ηi P t0, 1, . . . , Lu and
ÿ
i
ηi “ L.
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For ΛLpCNq, we have
pη1, η2, . . . , ηNq : ηi P t0, 1u and #ti : ηi “ 1u “ L.
The positive root operators have the form
E
p1q
i1,j1
b 1b . . .b 1, . . . ,1b . . .b 1b EpLqiL,jL , 1 ď ik ă jk ď Nk, (10)
Ei,j b 1b . . .b 1` . . .` 1b . . .b 1b Ei,j, 1 ď i ă j ď N, (11)
aiaj, aia
:
j 1 ď i ă j ď N. (12)
for the distinguishable, indistinguishable and Fock space scenarios, respectively.
For the algebra upNq, all the roots are of the form
pα1, . . . , αNq : αi P t´1, 0, 1u, #ti : αi “ 1u “ #ti : αi “ ´1u “ 1,
and the positive roots satisfy the condition that if αi “ 1 and αj “ ´1, then i ă j. The roots
of op2Nq algebra read
pα1, . . . , αNq : αi P t´1, 0, 1u, #ti : αi ‰ 0u “ 2,
i.e. signs of the nonzero components vary independently. The positive roots are such that if
αi ‰ 0 and αj ‰ 0 for i ă j, then αi “ 1 and αj “ ˘1.
There are two properties of the representations corresponding to scenarios that involve
fermions and distinguishable particles that make our considerations simpler. Namely, all
the aforementioned representations are minuscule and weight-multiplicity-free. The latter
ones were introduced above. Minuscule representations are representations, for which all
weights are extreme points of Conv pSupppHqq, cf. e.g. [25]). Minuscule representations
are weight-multiplicity-free, since the extreme weights are multiplicity-free for all irreducible
representations.
Let us next define a subgroup of K, which will play a central role in the general
construction of the spectral polytope from doubly excited states.
Definition 1 (Projective stabiliser of |Ψy). The projective stabiliser of |Ψy is the subgroup
KrΨs Ă K, which consists of elements of K, for which |Ψy is an eigenvector, i.e.
KrΨs :“ tk P K : k|Ψy “ c|Ψy for some c P Cu.
The name projective stems from the fact that subgroup KrΨs does not change under the
complex scaling of |Ψy. In other words, KrΨs is the stabiliser of the complex line over |Ψy,
which is a point in the complex projective space PpHq.
3. Spectral polytope via the momentum map
In this section, we introduce a geometric description of the one-particle reduced density
matrices. These matrices appear naturally when one considers the momentum map, which we
denote by µ. The momentum map assigns to a state |Ψy an element of the Lie algebra k in the
following way.
µ : pµp|Ψyq, Xq “ 1
i
xΨ|X|Ψy
xΨ|Ψy for all X P k, (13)
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where p¨ , ¨ q denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt product. Note that the momentum map is invariant
under complex scaling of |Ψy, i.e. µpc|Ψyq “ µp|Ψyq, c P C´ t0u. Therefore, we can restrict
to considering only normalised states xΨ|Ψy “ 1. For a normalised state, equation (13) can
be rephrased in terms of the expectation values of hermitian observables ßX
µ : tr pµp|ΨyqXq “ EΨpßXq for all X P k.
Therefore, µp|Ψyq is the unique operator in ik whose expectation values in ik coincide with
those of |Ψy. In the distinguishable scenario, when ßX are from the set of local observables
(see formula (3)), the above equation becomes nothing but the definition of the one-particle
reduced density matrices. In other words,
µ : |Ψy ÞÑ pßρ1pΨq, ßρ2pΨq, . . . , ßρLpΨqq P ßk,
where
ρkpΨq : EΨp1b . . .b 1b ßXk b 1b . . .b 1q “ trpρkpΨqXkq for all ßXk P upNkq.
By choosing ßXk “ 1, we see that tr ρkpΨq “ 1. Similarly, for the scenario with
indistinguishable particles we get that the momentum map assigns to a state its one-particle
reduced density matrix
µ : |Ψy ÞÑ ßρ1pΨq,
where
ρ1pΨq : EΨpßX b 1b . . .b 1` . . .` 1b . . .b 1b ßXq “
“ trpρ1pΨqßXq for all X P upNq.
Here, choosing ßX “ 1 yields tr ρ1pΨq “ L. In the fermionic Fock space scenario, the
momentum map gives the coefficients of the correlation matrix of state |Ψy, which is a real,
antisymmetric matrix with entries given by
Mk,lp|Ψyq :“ ßxΨ|ckcl|ΨyxΨ|Ψy .
Then, using the Hilbert-Schmidt product, we have the identification
µp|Ψyq “ 1
2N´2
ˆ Nÿ
i“1
M2i´1,2ißHi `
ÿ
1ďiăjďN
2 pM2i,2j ´M2i´1,2j´1qXi,j `
`
ÿ
1ďiăjďN
2 pM2i,2j´1 ´M2i´1,2jqYi,j
˙
.
Therefore, the problem of determining the set of possible one-particle reduced density
matrices for systems of distinguishable or indistinguishable particles and the problem of
finding the set of possible correlation matrices for the fermionic Fock space, is equivalent
to the problem of describing the image of the momentum map defined in (13) stemming from
a representation of a compact connected group K. So far, we haven’t used the most important
property of the momentum map, namely, its K-equivariance. Indeed,
µ : Hzt0u Ñ k
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is compatible with the K-actions given by the representation on H and the adjoint action on
k, respectively, in the sense that
µpU |Ψyq “ U :µp|ΨyqU, U P K.
This K-conjugation in k preserves momentum image. This property allows us to parametrise
the image of µ by its intersection with the subspace t of the diagonal matrices, since any
matrix from the Lie algebra k is K-conjugate to an element of t. In the scenarios with a fixed
number of particles, the image of µ is parametrised by the spectra of the one-particle reduced
density matrices. We call these spectra the local spectra. For the Fock space scenario, recall
that any real antisymmetric matrix M can be brought by the orthogonal transformations to a
form, where the only nonzero entries are the occupation numbers M2i´1,2i. This is equivalent
to diagonalising the matrix µp|Ψyq. In order to make the parametrisation unambiguous, we
order the eigenvalues decreasingly. The set of diagonal matrices with decreasingly ordered
local spectra is called the positive Weyl chamber, which we denote by t`.
t` “ tpη1, η2, . . . , ηNq : η1 ě η2 ě . . . ě ηN ě 0u for k “ upNq,
t` “ tp1q` ‘ tp2q` ‘ . . .‘ tpLq` for k “ upN1q ‘ . . .‘ upNLq,
t` “ tpη1, η2, . . . , ηNq : η1 ě η2 ě . . . ě ηN , ηN´1 ` ηN ě 0u for k “ op2Nq.
In this notation, the image of the momentum map can be described as
µpHq “ K:pµpHq X t`qK.
The celebrated convexity theorem, which has been first stated for abelian groups by Atiyah
[29], and later developed by many others [18, 21, 30, 32, 34, 39] states that (in a setting much
more general than the one introduced in this paper) the intersection of the momentum image
with the Weyl chamber is a convex polytope, called the momentum polytope. We denote this
polytope by
PpHq “ µpHq X t`.
and refer to it as the spectral polytope according to the physical interpretation explained in
Section 1. Elements in the spectral polytope are one-body quantum marginals of pure states
that are diagonal with ordered eigenvalues.
Let us next point out a key technical ingredient of our method. It concerns a distinguished
class of subspaces of H, whose momentum images are easy to find, and are in fact convex
polytopes spanned by sets of weights. These subspaces are spanned by weight vectors, whose
corresponding weights have the property of root-distinctness defined below. The basic idea is
due to Wildberger, [24], and has been developed further by Sjamaar, [18].
Lemma 2. [18, 24] The momentum image of a state |Ψy lies in the Cartan subalgebra t if
and only if xΨ|Eα|Ψy “ 0 for all roots α P ∆.
Proof. Recall that operators Xα “ ßpEα ` E´αq and Yα “ Eα ´ E´α form an orthogonal
basis of the non-diagonal part of k. Hence, µp|Ψyq is diagonal if and only if pµp|Ψyq, Xαq “
pµp|Ψyq, Yαq “ 0 for all α. This is equivalent to pµp|Ψyq, Eαq “ pµp|Ψyq, E´αq “ 0 for all α.
By formula (13) we obtain the claim.
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Definition 3 (A root-distinct subset of weights). A subset of weights Λ1 Ă Λ is called root-
distinct, if for every pair tη, νu Ă Λ1 we have
η ´ ν ‰ α for all roots α P ∆.
Definition 4 (The support of a state). The support of a state ΣpΨq Ă Λ is the set of
weights such that the corresponding weight vectors occur with nonzero coefficients in the
decomposition of |Ψy. In other words,
ΣpΨq :“ tη P Λ : xη|Ψy ‰ 0u.
Lemma 5. [4] Consider H as a representation of the maximal torus T Ă K. The
torus momentum map µT is the K-momentum map composed with the projection on t, i.e.
µT “ prt ˝ µ. In other words,
pµT p|Ψyq, ßHq “ pµp|Ψyq, ßHq, ßH P t Ă k.
The image of µT is the convex hull of weights with
µT
¨˝ ÿ
ηPSupppHq
aη|ηy‚˛“ ÿ
ηPSupppHq
|aη|2η. (14)
Proof. Decompose |Ψy with respect to the weight spaces
|Ψy “
ÿ
ηPSupppHq
aη|ηy.
Equality µT “ prt ˝µ is just a consequence of the definition of the momentum map (equation
13). For the elements of the Cartan algebra, we have for normalised |Ψy
pµp|Ψyq, ßHξq “
ÿ
η,νPΣpΨq
aνaηxν|Hξ|ηy “
ÿ
ηPΣpΨq
|aη|2pη, ξq.
Hence, by the non-degeneracy of the Killing form p¨ , ¨ q we obtain (14).
Lemma 6. For a state, whose support is root-distinct, we have µp|Ψyq P t. In particular, the
weight vectors are mapped by µ to their weights.
Proof. Firstly, note that if Σp|Ψyq is root-distinct, then ΣpEαp|Ψyqq X Σp|Ψyq “ H for all α.
This in turn means that xΨ|Eα|Ψy “ 0 for all α, hence µp|Ψyq is diagonal. For the diagonal
part, we have formula (14).
In systems of distinguishable qudits, root-distinctness of set Λ1 Ă Λ means that for every pair
µp|i1, . . . , iLyq, µp|j1, . . . , jLyq P Λ1, we have #tk : ik ‰ jku ą 1. For fermions, the pairs
must be of the form µp|i1y ^ |i2y ^ . . . ^ |iLyq, µp|j1y ^ |j2y ^ . . . ^ |jLyq P Λ1, with the
condition #tk : ik ‰ jku ą 1. The root-distinct sets of a maximal size have proven to be
useful in finding the spectral polytopes for small fermionic systems, namely for Λ3 pC6q and
Λ3 pC7q [26]. For Λ3 pC6q the weight vectors corresponding to weights from the maximal
root-distinct sets are |1y ^ |2y ^ |3y, |1y ^ |4y ^ |5y, |2y ^ |4y ^ |6y, |3y ^ |5y ^ |6y. For
Λ3 pC7q the weight vectors corresponding to weights from the maximal root- distinct sets
are the same as for Λ3 pC6q plus the weight vectors |1y ^ |6y ^ |7y, |2y ^ |5y ^ |7y and
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|3y ^ |4y ^ |7y. Using Lemma 6, one can easily compute the part of the spectral polytope
stemming from the maximal root-distinct sets of weights. The authors of [26] have shown
that the local spectra of states, whose support is a maximal root-distinct set of weights, yield
the entire spectral polytope for Λ3 pC6q and Λ3 pC7q. To prove that, they used the knowledge
of the universal space for the action of the local unitary group on the respective Hilbert spaces,
which gives a canonical form of a quantum state up to the action of local unitaries. Recently,
the universal LU -spaces have been described for any system of three fermions [61]. However,
it is difficult to apply the approach from [26] for systems larger than Λ3 pC7q, as the states from
the universal space have non-diagonal 1PRDMs and the number of equations one has to take
into account to make the 1PRDMs diagonal, grows fast with the number of modes.
Let us next briefly review a result regarding the structure of the spectral polytope [18].
Namely, the spectral polytope can be written as an intersection of local cones
PpHq “
č
|ΨyPµ´1pt`q
CpYΨq,
where a local cone CpYΨq is the polyhedral cone at vertex µp|Ψyq, spanned by the momentum
polytope stemming from the action of the centraliser of µp|Ψyq on space YΨ. Space YΨ is
defined via the symplectic slice at |Ψy (see Theorem 6.3 and Definition 6.4 in [18]). We will
not go into the details of the construction of symplectic slices, as in this paper we only consider
a specific local cone, for which the description of YΨ is much simpler. We only mention, that
the above intersection of cones is locally finite, which means that any point ξ P PpHq belongs
to a finite number of local polytopes.
Another important property of local cones is that if we choose µpΨq to be a vertex of
PpHq, then the cone at vertex µpΨq spanned by PpHq is precisely the local cone CpYΨq. In
other words, such a local cone describes the spectral polytope around the chosen vertex [18].
In particular, this means that
PpHq Ă CpYΨq X t` (15)
for |Ψy being mapped to a vertex of PpHq. The vertices of the spectral polytope µpHq X t`
fall into two types: ones inherited from the full momentum image and ones resulting from the
intersection with the Weyl chamber. To this end there is the following theorem.
Theorem 7. [18] If PpHq is of full dimension and v is a vertex of PpHq that lies in the
interior of the positive Weyl chamber, then the projective stabiliser of any |Ψy P µ´1pvq is
equal the maximal torus. In particular, |Ψy is a weight vector.
Polytope PpHq is of full dimension iff its dimension is equal to the dimension of t minus the
constraints for the normalisation of the image of µ, see Section 3. This is true iff the derivative
dµ at a generic state is surjective or, equivalently, the stabiliser of a generic state is discrete.
By Theorem 7, vertices of the spectral polytope are either weights, or belong to the
boundary of the positive Weyl chamber. The situation simplifies, when the representation of
K on H is irreducible, as is the case with all our scenarios. Then the non-entangled states
form a single projective K-orbit, and PpHq has a distinguished vertex - the highest weight
(see Fig.1). The local cone at this vertex is the subject of the next section. It can be studied
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using the following lemma, since its hypothesis is satisfied by the ground state, as we shall
show below.
Figure 1: The spectral polytope (light grey) for the representation of SUp2q ˆ SUp2q on
H “ C2 b S4 pC2q, which is the system that consists of one qubit and a system of four
bosons occupying two modes. In the mode population notation, the highest weight vector is
|λy “ |0yb|4, 0y. The entire gradient-grey shaded area is the local cone at the highest weight.
Lemma 8. [18] If the centraliser of µp|Ψyq is equal to the projective stabiliser of |Ψy, then
the symplectic slice is isomorphic to the normal space at |Ψy, i.e.
YΨ “ NΨ :“ T|ΨyH{T|ΨypK|Ψyq.
As a consequence, the local cone at |Ψy is the cone at µp|Ψyq spanned by the polytope PpNΨq,
where NΨ is regarded as a (possibly reducible) representation of Kµ
´|Ψy¯.
4. The local cone at the ground state and osculating spaces
A weight vector, which is annihilated by all positive root operators is called a highest
weight vector. When the representation is irreducible, the highest weight vector is unique up
to scalar. It will be denoted by |λy, with λ being the highest weight. By the Cartan-Weyl
theorem the irreducible representations of compact connected groups (or equivalently their
complexifications) are classified by their highest weights.
As we explained in the Section 1, the highest weight of a representation can be viewed as
the ground state of a hamiltonian with no interactions between the particles, whose spectrum is
non-degenerate. Indeed, the choice of a specific hamiltonian means fixing a maximal torus T .
This is done by taking the weight vectors to be the eigenvectors of such a hamiltonian. Then,
the highest weight vector can be chosen to be the eigenvector that minimises the energy.
In all our scenarios the representations are irreducible, and the highest weight vectors
and the corresponding highest weights are:
|λy “ |1y b |1y b . . .b |1y, λ “ pp1, 0, . . . , 0q, . . . , pp1, 0, . . . , 0qqq for HD,
|λy “ |1y _ |1y _ . . ._ |1y, λ “ pL, 0, 0, . . . , 0q for SLpCNq,
|λy “ |1y ^ |2y ^ . . .^ |Ly, λ “ p1, 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0q for ΛLpCNq,
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|λy “ |Ωy, λ “
ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
, . . . ,
1
2
˙
for Fe,
|λy “ a:N |Ωy, λ “
ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
, . . . ,
1
2
,´1
2
˙
for Fo.
All T -weights of the representationH are obtained by adding sequences of negative roots
to the highest weight:
SupppHq Ă λ` ConeZě0p∆´q .
Let us remark that, in the scenarios not involving bosons, there is only one weight that
belongs to t`, namely the highest weight λ. Note that the local cone at the highest weight
intersected with t` is in general larger than the spectral polytope (Fig.2).
Figure 2: A schematic picture showing the relation between the entire spectral polytope and
the local cone at λ. The entire spectral polytope is the dark grey area. The positive Weyl
chamber is the area between the arrows. The whole grey area is the cone at λ intersected with
the positive Weyl chamber. In order to obtain the spectral polytope, we have to cut a part of
the grey area with the cone at vertex v, which lies on the boundary of t`.
Since the choice of a particular vector along the eigenline is irrelevant, it is suitable to
consider the projective space PpHq and denote by rΨs the point corresponding to the line
spanned by a nonzero element |Ψy P H. The projective K-orbit of the highest weight line has
the form Krλs – K{Krλs, given by the orbit-stabilizer theorem, where Krλs is the projective
stabiliser of |λy. The manifolds obtained this way share many interesting properties, they
are known as flag varieties, and constitute the class of all simply connected homogeneous
compact Kähler manifolds, when K varies over all compact semisimple groups. We shall
not discuss them at large but focus on some properties related to the projective embedding
Krλs Ă PpHq and K|λy Ă H.
Lemma 9. [2] The projective stabiliser Krλs of rλs P PpHq equals the centraliser of the
highest weight λ P t`, i.e. Krλs “ Kλ. Consequently, the projective orbit Krλs P PpHq is
isomorphic to the (co)adjoint orbit Kλ Ă k.
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This enables us to apply Sjamaar’s lemma 8 in the computation of the local cone. The
lemma involves the tangent and normal space to the orbit space, which are discussed in the
next section.
4.1. The orbit of non-entangled states
In this section we review some key facts concerning the non-entangled states. As the
main result of this section, we construct a basis of the tangent space at the ground state to the
set of non-entangled states - formula (17).
For systems of distinguishable particles, a state is non-entangled if and only if it is
separable, i.e. can be written as a simple tensor
|Ψy “ |φ1y b |φ2y b . . .b |φLy, (16)
where |φiy is a vector from CNi . Any state, which cannot be written in the form (16) is
entangled. Note that any separable state can be obtained from the highest weight vector by
a SLOCC operation, i.e. |φ1y b |φ2y b . . . b |φLy “ g1|0y b g2|0y b . . . b gL|0y for some
g1, . . . , gL. In other words, the set of separable states is theG-orbit through the highest weight
vector. Extending this approach to other scenarios, we give a general geometric definition of
the set of non-entangled stated.
Definition 10. The set of non-entangled states is the G-orbit G|λy through the highest weight
vector.
For specific scenarios, we have the following forms of non-entangled states.
‚ System of L fermions in N modes: HF “ ΛL
`
CN
˘
, the non-entangled states are Slater
determinantal states
|Ψy “ |φ1y ^ |φ2y ^ . . .^ |φLy, |φiy P CN .
The set of non-entangled states in the projective space PpHF q is also the Plücker
embedding of the Grassmannian GrpL,Nq.
‚ System of L bosons in N modes: HB “ SL
`
CN
˘
, the non-entangled states correspond
to permanental states
|Ψy “ |φ1y _ |φ2y _ . . ._ |φLy, |φiy P CN .
The set of non-entangled states in the projective space PpHBq is also the Veronese
embedding of PpCNq. In the case, when N “ 2, the set of non-entangled states is
also called the set of spin-coherent states. Such a setting corresponds to one quantum
spin with total angular momentum j “ L{2.
‚ Fermionic Fock spaces on N modes: Fe and Fo. The set of non-entangled states is the
set of fermionic pure Gaussian states. In the mathematical literature these are called pure
spinors. Their general form is [60]
|Ψy “ eAa˜:1a˜:2 . . . a˜:k|Ωy, k ď N,
where a˜:i “ e´Ba:ieB. Matrices B “
ř
1ďiăjď2N
1
2
Bi,jcicj and A “ ř1ďiăjď2N 12Ai,jcicj
are elements of group Spinp2Nq.
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Remark 1. Viewed in H, the set of non-entangled states consists of many K-orbits. In fact,
G|λy intersects each sphere in H centered at 0 at a single K-orbit and, as stated in the next
lemma, the projective orbits are equal: Grλs “ Krλs Ă PpHq. Since he momentum map µ is
K-equivariant, and its definition includes a normalisation, we have
µpG|λyq “ µpK|λyq “ Kλ , KλX t` “ tλu .
In other words, all the non-entangled states have the same spectra of the one-particle reduced
density matrices, given by the highest weight λ.
Recall that the tangent space to an orbit of a Lie group can be naturally identified with
the quotient of the Lie algebra by the subalgebra of the stabiliser at the chosen point. Since
we are considering the projective stabiliser of a weight vector, we have t Ă kλ. Hence kλ is
preserved by the adjoint t-action on k and so is its orthogonal complement which we denote
by m, so that we get
k “ kλ ‘m , TrλsKrλs – k{kλ – m .
It will be useful to describe the tangent space in terms of roots and to this end we consider the
action of the complexified Lie group G “ KC and its Lie algebra g, where the root-operators
belong.
Let ßHλ P t be the operator corresponding to λ. We consider its adjoint action on g,
adßHλpAq “ rßHλ, As, and denote by gλ0 its zero eigenspace (which is the centraliser of Hλ)
and by gλ`, gλ´ the sum of the eigenspaces of ιHλ with positive and negative eigenvalues,
respectively. Let ∆ “ ∆λ0 Y∆λ` Y∆λ´ be the corresponding partition of the root system. The
eigenvectors of adßHλ are the root operators, as adßHλpEαq “ pλ, αqEα. Therefore, we have
∆λ0 “ tα P ∆ : pα, λq “ 0u, ∆λ` “ tα P ∆ : pα, λq ą 0u, ∆λ´ “ tα P ∆ : pα, λq ă 0u.
Lemma 11. [59] Let M “ Krλs Ă PpHq be the projective K-orbit through the highest
weight vector of an irreducible representation. Then
(i)M is a complex algebraic subvariety of PpHq, preserved by the complex groupG. It is
the unique compact projective orbit of the complex group and the unique complex projective
orbit of the compact group K.
(ii) The stabiliser Grλs is a subgroup of G, containing the Borel subgroup B, so-called
parabolic subgroup, so that M can be also written as G{Grλs. The Lie algebra of Grλs is the
sum of the eigenspaces of ιHλ with nonnegative eigenvalues:
grλs “ gλ` ‘ gλ0 .
Furthermore, kCλ “ gλ0 . This complex Lie algebra is called the reductive Levi component of
the parabolic subgroup, while gλ` is the nilpotent radical.
As a consequence, we can write the tangent space to M in the following simple basis.
Lemma 12. Let M “ G|λy denote the complex orbit of the highest weight vector in H. Then
its tangent space is given by
T|λyG|λy “
A
|λy
E
C
‘
A
Eα|λy, α P ∆λ´
E
C
. (17)
The weights of T|λyG|λy are λ and the set λ`∆λ´.
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Proof. Note first that the line through |λy, i.e. the complex span C|λy Ă H belongs to
T|λyG|λy. It is in fact (except for the point 0) contained in the orbit G|λy, since λ defines
a nontrivial character of T and T |λy “ C˚|λy. Thus the tangent space to G|λy splits as the
sum of C|λy and the tangent space to the projective orbit Grλs. Using the decomposition
g “ gλ` ‘ gλ0 ‘ gλ´ and part (ii) of Lemma 11, we obtain that the tangent space to Grλs
is isomorphic to g{grλs “ gλ´, which is in turn the span of Eα for α P ∆λ´. This space is
embedded in H via the action at |λy, which yields the desired formula. The statement for the
weights follows from the fact that any root-operator sends weight spaces to weight spaces,
and Eα|λy has weight λ` α.
4.2. The normal space, osculating spaces and j-excitation spaces
The entire vector spaceH can be obtained from the highest weight vector |λy by applying
finite sequences of root operators Eα, α P ∆´ and taking linear combinations. In the
representation theoretic language, this amounts to the action of the universal enveloping
algebra. We shall avoid the general terminology and confine ourselves to a concrete
construction.
Consider the following sequence of subspaces of H, called the osculating spaces to the
orbit G|λy, obtained by acting on |λy by sequences of a given length:
Oj “ Oj|λyG|λy “
A
X1X2...Xj|λy : Xi P g
E
C
,
for any fixed j P Zě0. We also set O0|λy “ C|λy. Geometrically, the j-th osculating space is
spanned by the derivatives, up to order j, of (complex or real) analytic curves t ÞÑ |Ψty lying
on G|λy and passing through |λy.
Lemma 13. Denote for simplicity Oj “ Oj|λyG|λy. The following hold
(i) To obtain Oj it is sufficient to apply only j-sequences of elements Eα, with α P ∆´.
The osculating spaces at |λy are preserved by Kλ and form an exhaustion of H by nested
Kλ-subrepresentations:
0 Ă O0 Ă O1 Ă O2 Ă ... Ă Ojmax “ H ,
with O0 “ C|λy and O1 “ T|λyG|λy.
(ii) Let Nj denote the orthogonal complement of Oj´1 in Oj for j ě 1 and N0 “ O0 “
C|λy. Then H decomposes as a direct sum of Kλ-subrepresentations:
H “ N0 ‘N1 ‘N2 ‘ ...‘Njmax .
(iii) The normal space to G|λy at the point |λy is given, upon identification with the
orthogonal complement of the tangent space, by
Nλ “
à
jě2
Nj .
Proof. The Kλ-invariance of Oj follows by induction, the base case being the tangent space
to the orbit. The fact that it suffices to employ only negative root vectors follows from
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the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem (cf. [54]) applied to the bases of g given by the root
vectors and arbitrary elements form the torus. Indeed, using the commutation relations, any
operator resulting from a j-sequence X1...Xj can be written as a sum of operators of the
form Eα1 ...EαpHβ1 ...HβqEγ1 ...Eγr , with p ` q ` r ď j and αi P ∆´, βi P ∆, γi P ∆`.
Since the highest weight vector is fixed by the Borel subalgebra b and annihilated by the
positive root vectors, we see that Eα1 ...EαpHβ1 ...HβqEγ1 ...Eγr |λy vanishes whenever r ‰ 0,
while, whenever r “ 0, it is proportional to Eα1 ...Eαp |λy and belongs to the weight space
of the weight λ ` α1 ` ... ` αp. Hence, Space Oj is spanned by vectors Eα1 ...Eαp |λy,
α1, ..., αp P ∆´, p ď j. These observations imply part (i). Part (ii) follows directly from
part (i) and the definitions. Namely, if spaces Oj are Kλ invariant, then Nj “ Oj{Oj´1 are
also Kλ invariant. By definition we have Ni X Nj “ H for i ‰ j. For part (iii) note that
N0 ‘N1 – O1 “ T|λyG|λy. Hence, the complement is the normal space.
Definition 14. The spaces Nj are called the j-excitation spaces of H, relative to the ground
state |λy.
In the language of representation theory, and projective geometry, Nj is known as the
j-th normal space to the orbit. N2 is the image of the Gaußian second fundamental form of
the embedding, and analogously Nj is the image of a generalization called the j-fundamental
form, see [25].
For the scenarios that are considered in this paper, the description of j-excitation spaces
simplifies, because the weight spaces are one-dimensional. Hence, we can apply the following
lemma.
Lemma 15. Assume thatH is a weight-multiplicity-free representation. Then, the j-excitation
spaces are determined completely by their weights and
Λj :“ SupppNjq “ tη P SupppHq : η “ λ` α1 ` . . .` αj, α1, . . . , αj P ∆λ´u . (18)
Proof. For weight-multiplicity-free representations weight vectors are in a one-to one
correspondence with weights, hence we can consider only weights, and sequences of roots
added to the highest weight, instead of sequences of root operators acting on the highest
weight vector. The proof will be inductive. Firstly, note that all weights of Nj`1 are
necessarily of the form λ ` α1 ` . . . ` αj, α1, . . . , αj`1 P ∆´. This is because applying
to |λy sequences of negative root operators of length smaller than j ` 1 results with vectors
from Oj , which we mod out by definition. Denote
Mj`1 :“
A
|λ` α1 ` . . .` αjy, αj`1 P ∆´
E
C
.
By the above remark, j-excitation spaces are equivalently given by
Nj`1 “Mj`1{Oj. (19)
Let us begin with N1 “ O1{O0 – T|λyG|λy{|λy. By lemma 17, we have N1 “
A
Eα|λy, α P
∆λ´
E
C
, which for weight-multiplicity-free representations means that N1 “
A
|λ` αy, α P
∆λ´
E
C
. Now suppose that Nj is spanned by weights of the form (18). Clearly, the space
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spanned on the weight vectors with weights from Λj`1 is a subspace of Nj`1. For the sake of
contradiction, suppose that in the basis of Nj`1 there is a weight vector, which is of the form
|λ` α1 ` . . .` αj`1y with αi P ∆λ0 X∆´ for some i ď j ` 1. Without any loss of generality
we can assume that i “ j ` 1. By definition |λ` α1 ` . . .` αjy belongs to Oj and does not
belong to Mj`1. By the Kλ-invariance of Oj , we have Eαj`1 |λ` α1 ` . . .` αjy P Oj , hence
by (19), vector |λ` α1 ` . . .` αj`1y does not belong to the basis of Nj`1.
Remark 2. If η P Λj and ξ P Λk with |j ´ k| ą 1, then η and ξ are root-distinct.
To determine the local momentum cone at λ, we are brought to consider the Kλ-action
on the normal space Nλ “ ‘jě2Nj , and the respective momentum image. This representation
is not irreducible except in special cases. It is necessarily reducible, whenever jmax ě 3. In
section 6 we show how the j-excitation spaces decompose further into irreducible components
for specific scenarios. As basic tool for the calculation of momentum images of reducible
representations in terms of the momentum images of their summands we have the following.
Theorem 16 (Momentum image for a direct sum of representations [24]). Let H1 and H2 be
two unitary representations of K and let H “ H1 ‘H2. Then,
µpHq “ tX P k : X “ tX1 ` p1´ tqX2, 0 ď t ď 1, X1 P µpH1q, X2 P µpH2qu.
In other words, the momentum image of a direct sum of representations is the set of all line
segments that connect the momentum images of the components.
Proof. Any normalised vector |Ψy P H is of the form |Ψy “ z1|Ψ1y`z2|Ψ2y, |z1|2`|z2|2 “ 1,
for some |Ψiy P Hi, xΨi|Ψiy “ 1. For any X P k, we have
ßpµp|Ψyq, Xq “ pz1xΨ1| ` z2xΨ2|qXpz1|Ψ1y ` z2|Ψ2yq “ |z1|2xΨ1|X|Ψ1y `
`|z2|2xΨ2|X|Ψ2y,
where we used the fact that xΨ1|X|Ψ2y “ xΨ2|X|Ψ1y “ 0. In other words,
pµp|Ψyq, Xq “ |z1|2pµp|Ψ1yq, Xq ` |z2|2pµp|Ψ2yq, Xq for all X P k.
For brevity, we will call such a momentum image the join of momentum images of the
components.
Definition 17 (Join of momentum images). The momentum image of a direct sum of two
representations of groupK will be called the join of the momentum images of the components.
JoinpµpH1q, µpH2qq :“ tX P k : X “ tX1 ` p1´ tqX2,
0 ď t ď 1, X1 P µpH1q, X2 P µpH2qu.
Despite its simplicity, the above theorem is in general difficult to be applied directly to find
the momentum polytope for a direct sum of representations. Note that we have to consider
not only the lines joining µpH1q X t and µpH2q X t (the so-called momentum rosettes), but
also the lines joining points that do not lie in t, but intersect t at some point. Such lines are the
main source of difficulties. However, in our computations we will consider a cone at λ, which
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stems only from one component of the normal space, namely from N2. Remarkably, as we
show in Section 6, in some low-dimensional cases such a cone intersected with the positive
Weyl chamber is equal to the whole momentum polytope.
As noted in [18], the local cone at λ is contained in the cone spanned by all rays from
λ to weights from SupppNλq. Such a cone gives is a crude approximation for the spectral
polytope, which boils down to considering the convex hull of local spectra that correspond to
computational basis states (weight vectors) that are more than one excitation away from |λy.
It is tempting to expect that for some classes of representations the momentum polytope
is given just by the intersection of the local cone at λwith t`. In such a case, any face of PpHq
must necessarily contain either the vertex of t` or the highest weight (or both). However, it
turns out that for some physical scenarios the spectral polytope is more complex. For example,
the description of the momentum polytope for HD “ C4 b C4 b C4 given in [20] shows that
there are some faces that contain neither λ nor the vertex of t`. One such face is given by
inequality
´5ηp1q1 ´ ηp1q2 ` 3ηp1q3 ` 3ηp1q4 ´ 5ηp2q1 ` 3ηp2q2 ` 3ηp2q3 ´ ηp2q4 ` 5ηp3q1 ` ηp3q2 `
´3ηp3q3 ´ 3ηp3q4 ě 15.
Similarly, for Λ3pC8q an exemplary face that contains neither λ nor the vertex of t` is [10]
5η1 ´ 3η2 ´ 3η3 ` η4 ` η5 ` 5η6 ´ 7η7 ` η8 ě 3.
5. Spectral polytope from doubly excited states
Here we define a polytope stemming from doubly excited states, which we later compute
for different scenarios in Section 6. As the central result of this section we show that the
spectral polytope stemming from doubly excited states is contained in the whole spectral
polytope.
Definition 18 (Spectral polytope from doubly excited states). Let λ be the highest weight
of an irreducible representation of K on H. Let N2 Ă H be the 2-excitation space from
Definition 14. Denote the momentum polytope for the representation of the stabiliser of the
highest weight, Kλ, on N2 by
PKλpN2q :“ µKλpN2q X ptλq`,
where ptλq` is the positive Weyl chamber of Kλ. The spectral polytope from doubly excited
states, P2pHq, is the cone at λ spanned on PKλpN2q, intersected with t`, i.e.
P2pHq :“ ConeλpPKλpN2qq X t`.
In other words, this is the intersection with t` of the set of all rays that begin at λ and intersect
PKλpN2q.
It is a nontrivial problem to determine which points of P2pHq lie in the image of
the momentum map. By definition, points in µKλpN2q are contained in µKpPpHqq. By
the convexity of momentum map we have that Conv pµKλpN2q X t`, λq is contained in
µKpHq X t`. However, the polytope P2pHq is larger than this set. In fact, µKλpN2q X t`
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can be an empty set, whereas P2pHq is nonempty whenever N2 is non-trivial. As an example,
consider the representation of SUp2q ˆ SUp2q on H “ S2 pC2q b S3 pC2q, which describes
two separated systems of bosons, each system consisting of two modes. The spectral polytope
and its relevant parts are shown on Fig.3. The extreme weights are root-distinct, hence
Figure 3: Spectral polytope for the system H “ S2 pC2q b S3 pC2q. In the mode population
notation, the highest weight vector is |2, 0y b |3, 0y. The highest weight lies in the interior of
t`, hence Kλ “ T . N2 “
A
|2, 0y b |1, 2y, |1, 1y b |2, 1y, |0, 2y b |3, 0y
E
C
– C ‘ C ‘ C.
The image µKλpN2q is the convex hull of weights from SupppN2q - the diagonal solid line.
Different parts of momentum polytope that are discussed in the proof of Theorem 19 and in
its preceding paragraph are marked with grey.
µKpHq is equal to their convex hull. The spectral polytope coincides with P2pHq. Set
Conv pµKλpN2q X t`, λq is marked as the dashed light grey area. This area is much smaller
than the spectral polytope. There is a larger part of the polytope, which is given by just
by the positive part of the convex hull of PKλpN2qq and the highest weight (the entire grey
area on Fig.3). As we show in the proof of Theorem 19, such a part is obtained as the local
spectra of states from Hλ :“
A
|λy
E
C
‘ N2. However, in order to obtain P2pHq one has to
add the dark-grey triangle in the corner adjacent to point ˚, which does not come from the
momentum image of Hλ. Theorem 19 asserts that there is no such region for the scenarios
with fermions and distinguishable particles. However, such a region exists in the scenarios
involving bosons. Hence, to prove a fact analogous to Theorem 19 for bosonic scenarios, we
compute the polytopes directly in section 6.3 and compare them with P2pHq.
Theorem 19. For representations, which are weight-multiplicity-free and minuscule, the
spectral polytope from doubly excited states is contained in the whole spectral polytope, i.e.
P2pHq Ă PpHq.
Moreover,
P2pHq “ Conv pλ,PKλpN2qq X t`.
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Proof. Recall that polytope P2pHq is constructed by considering rays from λ to PKλpN2q Ă
Conv pΛ2q X ptλq`. Every such ray is of the form
p1´ tqλ` t
ÿ
ηPΛ2
aηη,
ÿ
ηPΛ2
aη “ 1, aη ě 0, t P R`. (20)
We will next show that every such ray intersects the positive Weyl chamber at t ď 1. Denote
the set of simple roots by Π. Element of the Cartan algebra ξ is in the positive Weyl chamber
if and only if pξ, γq ě 0 for all γ P Π. Therefore, ray given by formula (20) intersects the
boundary of the positive Weyl chamber if and only if for some γ P Π we have
p1´ tqpλ, γq ` t
ÿ
ηPΛ2
aηpη, γq “ 0.
Equivalently,
pλ, γq
pγ, γq ´ t
ÿ
ηPΛ2
aη
pλ´ η, γq
pγ, γq “ 0.
Recall that minuscule representations are such that all the weights are extreme. This means
that pλ,γqpγ,γq P t0, 1u for all γ P Π. Therefore, we can restrict the set of the considered simple
roots to Π´Πλ0 , where Πλ0 “ ΠX∆λ0 . By definition of Λ2, we have λ´ η “ α` β for some
α, β P ∆λ`. Recall that for any two roots, we have
pα, γq
pγ, γq P Z.
Because α, β and γ are positive roots, we have
pα ` β, γq
pγ, γq P Zě0.
In particular, if there exist γ P Π and α P ∆λ` such that pα, γq ‰ 0 (which is a necessary
condition for the ray to have a nonzero intersection with the boundary of the positive Weyl
chamber), we have pα`β,γqpγ,γq ě 1 for all β P ∆λ`. This in turn implies thatÿ
ηPΛ2
aη
pλ´ η, γq
pγ, γq ě 1,
hence the ray intersects the boundary of the positive Weyl chamber at
t “
˜
1´
ÿ
ηPΛ2
aη
pη, γq
pγ, γq
¸´1
ď 1.
In the above formula, we used the fact that pλ, γq{pγ, γq “ 1. Therefore, the intersection of
the N2-cone with the positive Weyl chamber takes place within the convex hull of PKλpN2q
and the highest weight, i.e.
P2pHq “ Conv pλ,PKλpN2qq X t`.
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Consider the spaceHλ :“
A
|λy
E
C
‘N2. We will show that µKpHλq “ P2pHq. Write vectors
from Hλ as |Ψy “ a|λy ` |φy, where |φy P N2 and a P C. Then, we have
µKp|Ψyq “ 1|a|2 ` xφ|φy
`|a|2λ` µKλp|φyq˘ .
To see this, consider the non-diagonal components of the momentum image of |Ψy, i.e.
pµp|Ψyq, Eαq.
xΨ|Eα|Ψy “ |a|2xλ|Eα|λy ` axλ|Eα|φy ` axφ|Eα|λy ` xφ|Eα|φy “ xφ|Eα|φy, (21)
where we used the fact that xλ|Eα|λy9xλ|λ ` αy “ 0 and xλ|Eα|φy “ 0, because
Eα|φy P N1 ‘ N2 ‘ N3. Moreover, if α P ∆ ´ ∆0, then Eα|φy P N1 ‘ N2, hence in
such a case we have xφ|Eα|φy “ 0. This means that the non-diagonal components of µK and
µKλ are the same. For the diagonal components, we obtain formula (21) by writing |φy as a
combination of weight vectors from N2. Clearly, by choosing different values of parameter a
and all possible vectors |φy mapped to t`, we obtain all points from the convex hull of λ and
µKλpN2q X t`.
As we show in theorem 20, the polytope P2pHq is equal to the momentum polytope for a
certain class of representations, called spherical representations. A representation is spherical,
when every fibre of the momentum map µ´1pξq, ξ P t, is a single K-orbit, or, equivalently,
when the Borel subgroup B of G has an open orbit in the projective space PpHq, [31, 51].
A classification of spherical representations is given in [55]. In particular, all two-particle
scenarios are spherical [52].
Theorem 20. Assume H is a spherical representation. Then the second osculating space of
the coherent orbit fills the entire representation space, i.e. O2|λyG|λy “ H. In other words,
the second fundamental form is surjective onto the normal space. Consequently, the polytope
from doubly excited states equal the momentum polytope, i.e. PpHq “ P2pHq.
Proof. By a direct inspection of the list of spherical representations, we note that for such
representations Nλ “ N2. Then, ConeλpPKλpN2qq is the local cone at λ, hence by equation
(15) PpHq Ă P2pHq. On the other hand, we have P2pHq Ă PpHq by the same reasoning
as in the proof of theorem 19. Namely, for subspace Hλ “
A
|λy
E
C
‘ N2 Ă H, we have
µKpHλq “ P2pHq.
6. Applications and examples
In this section we compute all spectral polytopes, which are given by the polytopes from
doubly entangled states. We also give a simple example of a system, where the polytope is
larger than the one stemming from the doubly excited states.
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6.1. Distinguishable particles
Consider first the natural representation of UpNq on CN , i.e. a one particle scenario. The
spectral polytope is just a point - the highest weight, i.e.
PpCNq “ p1, 0, . . . , 0q.
The stabiliser of the highest weight is Up1qˆUpN´1q, where Up1q acts by scalars on |1y and
UpN ´ 1q acts on the space
A
|2y, |3y, . . . , |Ny
E
C
. The positive root operators of the stabiliser
are |iyxj|, 2 ď i ă j ď L.
For a system of distinguishable particles, the stabiliser of the highest weight is equal to
the product of one-particle stabilisers
Kλ “
Lą
k“1
Up1q ˆ UpNk ´ 1q.
The set of positive root operators from Kλ is of the following form
1b . . .1b |ikyxjk| b 1b . . .b 1, 2 ď ik ă jk ď Nk, 1 ď k ď L.
For the single particle scenario, the only nontrivial excitation spaces are N0 “
A
|1y
E
C
and
N1 “
A
|2y, . . . , |Ny
E
C
. It is easy to see, as the set of negative root operators for roots that do
not belong to ∆0 is equal to t|nyx1|, 2 ď n ď Nu. For finding the excitation spaces of tensor
products of representations, we will use the fact that the number of excitations adds under the
tensor product.
Lemma 21. [25] LetH “ H1 bH2 be the tensor product of two representations. Denote by
N
pmq
j the j-excitation space of Hm, m “ 1, 2. Then, we have
N p1qm bN p2qn Ă Nm`n, Nj “
à
m`n“j
N p1qm bN p2qn .
Therefore, for a system of L particles we have
Nj “
à
1ďkălďL
˜ à
m`n“j
N pkqm bN plqn
¸
.
In particular, for N2 we only need to consider products of 1-excitation spaces of the
components, i.e.
N2 “
à
1ďkălďL
CpNk´1q b CpNl´1q “ à
1ďkălďL
A
|mypkq b |nyplq, 2 ď m ď Nk, 2 ď n ď Nl
E
C
.
Two particles Consider the general two-particle scenario, i.e. HD “ CM b CN , N ą M .
Recall that the spectral polytope is in this case given by inequalities
η
p1q
1 ě ηp1q2 ě . . . ě ηp1qM ě 0, ηp2qi “ ηp1qi for 1 ď i ďM, ηp2qi “ 0 for M ` 1 ď i ď N, (22)
plus the normalisation condition
řM
i“1 η
p1q
i “ 1. We will show that these inequalities can be
reproduced just by considering the polytope from doubly excited states. The first inequalities
are just the inequalities for the positive Weyl chamber of UpMq, so the difficulty lies in
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showing that ηp2qi “ ηp1qi for 1 ď i ď M and ηp2qi “ 0 for M ` 1 ď i ď N . Firstly, note
that in the two-particle scenario, we have Nj “ 0 for j ě 3. Space N2 is of the form
N2 “ CpM´1q b CpN´1q “
A
|my b |ny, 2 ď m ďM, 2 ď n ď N
E
C
.
Therefore, we are coming back to the problem of describing the momentum polytope, but for
smaller one-particle spaces. We will next proceed inductively and consider the sequence of 2-
excitation spaces nested in each other, i.e. N2 Ą N 12 Ą N22 Ą . . . Ą Nfinal2 “ Cb CpN´M`1q.
We do it by picking the highest weight in each 2-excitation space and considering its stabiliser
contained in the stabiliser of the highest weight from the preceding space. For example, the
highest weight in N2 is |λ1y “ |2y b |2y, Kλ1 “ Up1q ˆUpM ´ 1q ˆUp1q ˆUpN ´ 1q Ă Kλ
and the positive root operators of Kλ1 are
|i1yxj1| b 1, 1b |i2yxj2|, 3 ď i1 ă j1 ďM, 3 ď i2 ă j2 ď N.
Proceeding in this way, we end up with representationNfinal2 of Up1qˆUp1qˆUpN´M`1q,
whose momentum image is just the properly shifted momentum image for the one-particle
case of size N ´M ` 1.
|λ1y “ |2y b |2y, N 12 “
A
|my b |ny, 3 ď m ď Nk, 3 ď n ď Nl
E
C
,
...
|λfinaly “ |M ´ 1y b |M ´ 1y, Nfinal2 “
A
|My b |ny, M ď n ď N
E
C
.
The representation Nfinal2 yields a polytope, which is just a point - the momentum image if the
highest weight, i.e.
Pfinal2 “ µp|My b |Myq “ pp0, . . . , 0, 1q, p0, . . . , 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0qq
where 1 is on the M -th coordinate in both vectors. According to the definition (18),
the spectral polytope of the penultimate 2-excitation space is the cone at λfinal “
pp0, . . . , 1, 0q, p0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0qq spanned by Pfinal2 . This is the line
pp0, . . . , 1´ t1, t1q, p0, . . . , 0, 1´ t1, t1, 0, . . . , 0qq, t P R`.
The intersection with the proper positive Weyl chamber imposes the conditions that 1´ t1 ě
t1. Hence, the penultimate spectral polytope is described by t1 ranging from 0 to 1{2. In this
way, we recover condition ηp2qM´1 “ ηp1qM´1, ηp2qM “ ηp1qM , ηp2qi “ 0 for M ` 1 ď i ď N and
η
p1q
M´1 ě ηp1qM . As a next step, we consider the cone at weight µp|M ´ 2y b |M ´ 2yq spanned
by the penultimate spectral polytope. This is the set described by
η
p1q
M´2 “ 1´ t2, ηp1qM´1 “ t2p1´ t1q, ηp1qM “ t2t1, ηp1qi “ 0 for 1 ď i ďM ´ 3,
ηp2q “ pηp1q, 0, . . . , 0q, 0 ď t1 ď 1
2
, t2 P R`.
Again, the intersection with the positive Weyl chamber gives 0 ď t2 ď 1p2´t1q . At the end
of this procedure, we get a polytope parametrised by t1, t2, . . . , tM´1, 0 ď ti ď 1p2´ti´1q ,
0 ď t1 ď 12 , whose points are
η
p1q
1 “ 1´ tM´1, ηp1q2 “ tM´1p1´ tM´2q, ηp1q3 “ tM´1tM´2p1´ tM´3q, . . . ,
η
p1q
M “
M´1ź
i“1
ti, η
p2q “ pηp1q, 0, . . . , 0q.
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Note that the normalisation
řM
i“1 η
p1q
i “ 1 is satisfied automatically. Clearly, inequalities p22q
are satisfied by the above points. They can be saturated by choosing ti “ 1p2´ti´1q for some i.
Therefore, the polytope given by inequalities p22q is identical to the polytope defined via the
above parametrisation.
L qubits The spectral polytope for a system of L qubits is given by the inequalities
η
pkq
2 ď
ÿ
l‰k
η
plq
2 and η
pkq
1 ě ηpkq2 for 1 ď k ď L (23)
with normalisation ηpkq1 ` ηpkq2 “ 1, cf. [40]. Let us next show that these inequalities can be
obtained from the spectral polytope stemming from doubly excited states. System of L-qubits
is the only scenario, where the highest weight is regular, i.e. lies in the interior of the positive
Weyl chamber. This means that the stabiliser of the highest weight is equal to the maximal
torus, Kλ “ T Ă K. The momentum image stemming from an action of a torus is easy
to compute, as it is just the convex hull of weights (see lemma 5). We will next show that
inequalities ηpkq2 ď
ř
l‰k η
plq
2 describe the cone at the highest weight. Denote the weights in
Λ2 by λi,j . They are of the form (we omit the tensor product symbols)
λi,j :“ µT p|1y . . . |1y|2ypiq|1y . . . |1y|2ypjq|1y . . . |1yq “
“ pp1, 0q, . . . , p1, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0q, . . . , p1, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0q, . . . , p1, 0qq.
According to lemma 5, the polytope PKλpN2q is the convex hull of Λ2. By a straightforward
calculation, one can check that for a convex combination of weights
ř
iăj ai,jλi,j ,
ř
iăj ai,j “
1, ai,j ě 0 we have
η
p1q
2 “
Lÿ
j“2
a1,j, η
pkq
2 “
k´1ÿ
j“1
aj,k `
Lÿ
j“k`1
ak,j, 2 ď k ď L´ 1, ηpLq2 “
L´1ÿ
j“1
aj,L.
Any point from the N2-cone is of the form
p1´ tqλ` t
ÿ
iăj
ai,jλi,j, t P R`.
Because λ “ pp1, 0q, . . . , p1, 0qq, the ηplq2 -coordinates of the cone are just the ηplq2 -coordinates
of the convex hull of Λ2 multiplied by t. Consider the expression
´ř
l‰k tη
plq
2
¯
´ tηpkq2 . Since
all ai,js add up to one, we have
řL
l“1 η
plq
2 “ 2. Hence,˜ÿ
l‰k
tη
plq
2
¸
´ tηpkq2 “ 2tp1´ ηpkq2 q.
The above expression is always non-negative, as ηpkq2 is a sum of some subset of ai,js.
Moreover, the above expression is equal to zero if and only if the only nonzero coefficients
are aj,k, j ă k and ak,j, j ą k (for the considered k). Such convex combinations of
weights describe the external faces of the N2-cone. Hence, we have shown that points from
intersection of the N2-cone and t` can saturate the inequalities for the spectral polytope,
which means that the polytopes are identical. See figure 4 to see how the intersection of cones
gives the spectral polytope for 3 qubits.
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Figure 4: The spectral polytope for three qubits as an intersection of two cones. The cone at
vertex ˚ is the positive Weyl chamber, i.e. the sector, where the eigenvalues of the one-qubit
reduced density matrices are ordered decreasingly. The cone at λ is the local cone at the
highest weight. The dashed line denotes the intersection of cones’ boundaries.
System of size 2 ˆ 2 ˆ 3 As an example, where the polytope from doubly excited states is
smaller than the whole spectral polytope, we consider the 2ˆ2ˆ3 system. This example also
illustrates how to compute the the momentum image of a direct sum of representations using
Theorem 16. The two-excitation space is
N2 “ pCb Cq ‘
`
Cb C2˘‘ `Cb C2˘ ,
where the components are the irreducible components of the representation of Kλ “ pUp1q ˆ
Up1qq ˆ pUp1q ˆ Up1qq ˆ pUp1q ˆ Up2qq on N2. They are spanned by weight vectors
corresponding to weights
η221 :“ µp|2y|2y|1yq “ pp0, 1q, p0, 1q, p1, 0, 0qq,
η122 “ pp1, 0q, p0, 1q, p0, 1, 0qq, η123 “ pp1, 0q, p0, 1q, p0, 0, 1qq,
η212 “ pp0, 1q, p1, 0q, p0, 1, 0qq, η213 “ pp0, 1q, p1, 0q, p0, 0, 1qq
respectively. The join of µ pCb Cq with µ ppCb C2q ‘ pCb C2qq intersected with tλ is easy
to compute, because µ pCb Cq is a single point, namely η221. Hence, the result is
Join
`
µ pCb Cq , µ ``Cb C2˘‘ `Cb C2˘˘˘X ptλq` “
“ Conv `η221, µ ``Cb C2˘‘ `Cb C2˘˘X ptλq`˘ .
For the image of pCb C2q ‘ pCb C2q, we have the following result.
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Lemma 22. The Kλ-momentum polytope of pCb C2q ‘ pCb C2q is given by
Join
`
µ
`
Cb C2˘ , µ `Cb C2˘˘X ptλq` “ Convˆη122, η212, 1
2
pη212 ` η123q
˙
.
Proof. The intersection of the momentum image of a representation with the torus is
contained in the convex hull of weights
µKλ
``
Cb C2˘‘ `Cb C2˘˘X t Ă Conv pη122, η123, η212, η213q ,
The above convex hull is two-dimensional (it is depicted on Fig.5). The positive Weyl
Figure 5: The join of momentum images for pCb C2q ‘ pCb C2q.
chamber is the region z1 ě 0. The whole considered algebra is four-dimensional, where the
two additional dimensions come from the non-diagonal components of up2q. The momentum
images of the components are the properly shifted momentum images for the Up2q action
on C2, which are known to be two-dimensional spheres. The spheres are centered at
z2 “ ˘1, z1 “ 0 and have radii
r “ 1
2
|η122 ´ η123| “ 1
2
|η212 ´ η213| “
?
2
2
.
The points on the spheres are of the form
pu,˘1, v, wq, u2 ` v2 ` w2 “ r2,
where the first two coordinates are z1, z2. In order to compute the join of the spheres, we
consider the line that starts at point p1 on the sphere centered at z2 “ ´1 and contains a point
p2 from the Cartan algebra, i.e.
l : p1´ tqp2 ` tp2, t P R`, p1 “ pu,´1, v, wq, u2 ` v2 ` w2 “ r2, p2 “ pz1, z2, 0, 0q.
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Line l intersects the hyperplane z2 “ 1 at t such that p´1qp1 ´ tq ` z2t “ 1, i.e. at t “ 21`z2 .
For such a value of parameter t, the intersection point reads
p “ 1
1` z2 ppz2 ´ 1qu` 2z1, 1, v, wq .
The condition for p to belong to the second sphere reads
1
p1` z2q2
`ppz2 ´ 1qu` 2z1q2 ` pv2 ` w2qpz2 ´ 1q2˘ “ r2,
which yields the following equation for z2 as a function of z1 and u.
z2 “ z1pz1 ´ uq
r2 ´ z1u , u Ps ´ r, rr, z2 “ ˘
1
r
z1 for u “ ˘r.
It is straightforward to check that the above family of curves fills the shaded region on
Fig.5.
In order to find the polytope generated from doubly excited states, one has to compute the
intersection
P2 “ Conv
ˆ
η122, η212,
1
2
pη212 ` η123q, η221, λ
˙
X t`.
The result reads
P2 “ Conv
ˆ
λ,
ˆˆ
1
2
,
1
2
˙
,
ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
˙
, p1, 0, 0q
˙
,
ˆˆ
1
2
,
1
2
˙
, p1, 0q ,
ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
, 0
˙˙
,ˆ
p1, 0q ,
ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
˙
,
ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
, 0
˙˙
,
ˆˆ
1
2
,
1
2
˙
,
ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
˙
,
ˆ
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
˙˙
,ˆˆ
2
3
,
1
3
˙
,
ˆ
2
3
,
1
3
˙
,
ˆ
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
˙˙˙
.
Comparing the vertices of polytope P2 and the vertices of the whole momentum polytope
computed in [20], one can see that
PpHq “ Conv
ˆ
P2,
ˆˆ
1
2
,
1
2
˙
,
ˆ
3
4
,
1
4
˙
,
ˆ
1
2
,
1
4
,
1
4
˙˙
,
ˆˆ
3
4
,
1
4
˙
,
ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
˙
,
ˆ
1
2
,
1
4
,
1
4
˙˙˙
.
6.2. Fermions
Consider L fermions on N modes. The stabiliser of the highest weight is Kλ “
UpLqˆUpN ´Lq, where UpLq acts on the first L basis vectors and UpN ´Lq acts on the last
N ´ L basis vectors of CN . The positive root operators of kCλ are Ei,j , where 1 ď i ă j ď L
or L` 1 ď i ă j ď N . The j-excitation spaces have been computed for this scenario in [25]
and they are of the form
Nj “ ΛL´jpCLq b ΛjpCN´Lq, j P t0, 1, . . . Lu. (24)
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Two fermions The case of two fermions is described by a spherical representation, which
means that the polytope from doubly excited states is equal to the whole polytope. For two
fermions in N modes, we have
N2 “ Cb Λ2pCN´2q “
A
|iy ^ |jy : 3 ď i ă j ă N
E
C
.
Similarly, as in the case of two distinguishable particles, we will iterate the procedure to find
the momentum polytope ofN2, which is the convex hull of |λ1y “ |3y^|4y and the momentum
polytope of
N 12 “ Cb Λ2pCN´4q “
A
|iy ^ |jy : 5 ď i ă j ă N
E
C
.
In the last iteration, for N even we end up with
|λfinaly “ |N ´ 3y ^ |N ´ 2y, Nfinal2 “ C “
A
|N ´ 1y ^ |Ny
E
C
,
end for N odd we have
|λfinaly “ |N ´ 4y ^ |N ´ 3y,
Nfinal2 “ C3 “
A
|N ´ 2y ^ |N ´ 1y, |N ´ 2y ^ |Ny, |N ´ 1y ^ |Ny
E
C
.
We compute the polytopes similarly to the case of two distinguishable particles. In the case
of even N , the polytope from the last step is the line segment
p1´ t1qp0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, 0, 0q ` t1p0, . . . , 0, 0, 0, 1, 1q, 0 ď t1 ď 1
2
.
The penultimate polytope is parametrised by
p0, . . . , 0, 1´ t2, 1´ t2, t2p1´ t1q, t2p1´ t1q, t2t1, t2t1q, 0 ď t2 ď 1
2´ t1 , 0 ď t1 ď
1
2
.
Finally, for N “ 2K, we get
η2k`1 “ η2k`2, η2k`1 “ p1´ tK´kq
Kź
l“K´k`1
tl for k “ 0, 1, . . . , K ´ 2,
η2K´1 “ η2K “
Kź
l“1
tk, 0 ď ti`1 ď 1
2´ ti , 0 ď t1 ď
1
2
.
For N odd we put K “ pN ´ 1q{2 and ηN “ 0. The obtained parametrisation is essentially
a reformulation of the well-known inequalities for the polytope, which are η2k`1 “ η2k`2,
k “ 0, 1, . . . , K ´ 1 and η1 ě η2 ě . . . ηN .
Three fermions The first fermionic scenario, where the spectral polytope is not given only
by equalities (except for the inequalities for the positive Weyl chamber), are three fermions
on six levels. In this subsection, we will also consider the scenario with seven levels. These
scenarios complete the list of all fixed-particle scenarios, where the spectral polytope is given
by the polytope from doubly excited states. Let us begin with HF “ Λ3pC6q. The highest
weight is |λy “ |1y^ |2y^ |3y. According to equation (24), the space of doubly excited states
in this case is of the form
N2 “ C3 b Λ2pC3q – C3 b C3 “
A
|ay ^ |iy ^ |jy : a P t1, 2, 3u, 4 ď i ă j ď 6
E
C
.
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Let us denote by ηijk the weight vector |iy ^ |jy ^ |ky. The polytope corresponding to the
action ofKλ onN2 is the spectral polytope for two distinguishable particles on 3 levels, which
is
µKλpN2q X ptλq` “ Conv pη145, η246, η356q X ptλq`.
The intersection with t` of the cone at λ spanned by µKλpN2qXptλq` is of the following form
P2 “ Conv pη123, η145, η246, η356q X t` “
“ Conv
ˆ
p1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0q,
ˆ
1,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
, 0
˙
,
ˆ
3
4
,
3
4
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
4
,
1
4
˙
,
ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
˙˙
.
In can be checked by a direct computation that the well-known inequalities for the polytope
that can be found in [9, 15, 26] yield the same set of vertices. It is quite surprising that even
though the N3 space is nontrivial (it is one-dimensional), the whole polytope can be obtained
only by considering the doubly excited states. By a similar strategy, we next show that this is
also the case for Λ3pC7q. The doubly excited states are in this scenario of the following form.
N2 “ C3 b Λ2pC4q “
A
|ay ^ |iy ^ |jy : a P t1, 2, 3u, 4 ď i ă j ď 7
E
C
.
In order to find the polytope µKλpN2qX ptλq`, we repeat the procedure for the highest weight
of Kλ in N2, which is |λ1y “ |1y ^ |4y ^ |5y. Then, space N 12 is the sum of tensor products of
proper Nj-spaces of the components
N 12 “
`
N1pC3q bN1pΛ2pC4qq
˘‘ `N0pC3q bN2pΛ2pC4qq˘ “
“ `C2 b C2 b C2˘‘ pCb Cb Cq .
The first component is just the 3-qubit polytope and the second component is the complex
span of |1y ^ |6y ^ |7y. Hence, in order to compute µK1λpN2q X pt1λq`, which, by Theorem
16, is the join of the momentum images of the components, it is enough to take the convex
hull of the 3-qubit polytope with η167. This is because the momentum image of the second
component is just a single point. The 3-qubit polytope is spanned by the vertices
η246,
1
2
pη246 ` η257q, 1
2
pη246 ` η347q, 1
2
pη246 ` η356q, 1
2
pη246 ` η357q.
The intersection of the convex hull of the above vertices and weights η167, η145, λ “ η123 with
the positive Weyl chamber has the following vertices:
λ,
ˆ
3
7
,
3
7
, . . . ,
3
7
,
3
7
˙
,
ˆ
2
3
,
2
3
,
1
3
, . . . ,
1
3
˙
,
ˆ
5
7
,
5
7
,
3
7
,
3
7
,
3
7
,
1
7
,
1
7
˙
,ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
4
,
1
4
˙
,
ˆ
3
5
,
3
5
,
3
5
,
3
5
,
1
5
,
1
5
,
1
5
˙
plus vertices of the form pv, 0q, where v is a vertex of PpΛ3pC6qq, and vertices of the form
p1, vq, where v is a vertex of PpΛ2pC6qq. It is a matter of a straightforward calculation to show
that the well-known inequalities for the spectral polytope of Λ3pC7q [9, 26] give the same set
of vertices.
The two-step procedure that we used to compute the spectral polytope for Λ3pC7q can be
generalised to Λ3pCNq in a straightforward way. In the first step, we have
N2 “ C3 b Λ2pCN´3q,
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and in the second step
N 12 “
`
C2 b C2 b CN´5˘‘ `Cb Cb Λ2 `CN´6˘˘ .
spectral polytopes of the components are known. The polytope of the second component is a
properly shifted polytope of two fermions onN´6 levels. The polytope of the first component
can be found in [20]. However, it is difficult to determine the join of the two momentum
images. In order to obtain some subset of the intersection of the join with t`, one can compute
the join of the momentum rosettes of the components, which is a straightforward task. Such
a procedure simplifies for sufficiently large N , as all the polytopes PpC2 b C2 b CMq for
M ě 4 are isometric [20]. This means that vertices of PpC2 b C2 b CM`1q are of the form
pv, 0q, where v is a vertex of PpC2 b C2 b CMq for M ě 4.
6.3. Bosons
In the case of bosons, the quantum marginal problem is trivial, as for L ě 2 the whole
momentum image is convex, namely
µpSLpCNqq X t “ Conv pµp|L, 0, . . . , 0yq, µp|0, L, 0, . . . , 0yq, . . . , µp|0, . . . , 0, Lyqq .
The momentum image is aN -simplex. The spectral polytope is the intersection of the simplex
with the positive Weyl chamber. This intersection is the cone at the highest weight intersected
with t`. The cone at the highest weight is generated by rays from the highest weight to the
weights from N2:
p1´ tqλ` tµp|L´ 2, 0, . . . , 0, 2, 0, . . . , 0yq, t ě 0.
The intersection of the cone with t` takes place for t ě 1, i.e. outside the convex hull of λ
and Λ2, but the spectral polytope is still equal to P2. This is because the entire momentum
image is convex.
6.4. Fermionic Fock space
As we explained in section 2, the Spinp2Nq representation on the Fock space has two
irreducible components. Therefore, we will consider two momentum maps, each stemming
from an irreducible component. The stabiliser of the highest weight is in Fe is Kλ “ UpNq,
where the positive root operators of Kλ are of the form aia
:
j , 1 ď i ă j ď N . The Nj spaces
are the components with the number of particles equal to 2j, i.e.
NjpFeq “ Λ2jpCNq “
A
|a1y ^ |a2y ^ . . .^ |a2jy : 1 ď a1 ă . . . ă a2j ď N
E
C
.
For Fo, the stabiliser of the highest weight is Kλ “ UpNq, with the positive root operators of
the form aia
:
j , 1 ă i ă j ď N ´ 1 and aiaN , 1 ď i ď N ´ 1. The Nj spaces are
NjpFoq – Λ2j´1pCN´1q ‘ Λ2jpCN´1q “
“
A
|a1y ^ . . .^ |a2j´1y : 1 ď a1 ă . . . ă a2j´1 ď N ´ 1
E
C
‘
‘
A
|a1y ^ . . .^ |a2jy ^ |Ny : 1 ď a1 ă . . . ă a2j ď N ´ 1
E
C
.
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The representations with N ď 5 are spherical, so the spectral polytope is equal to the
polytope from the doubly excited states. The case N “ 1 is trivial, as the components are
one-dimensional, i.e. they consist of the highest weight spaces, and their momentum images
are single points µp|λyq “ λ. For N “ 2 we have
Fe “
A
|Ωy
E
C
‘
A
a:1a
:
2|Ωy
E
C
– C‘ C.
There are two weight vectors, who are root-neighbours, which means that the line segment
connecting the two weights is not in the momentum image. This means that µpFeq X t` “`
1
2
, 1
2
˘
. Similarly, µpFoq X t` “
`
1
2
,´1
2
˘
. For N “ 3, we have
Fe “
A
|Ωy, |1y ^ |2y, |1y ^ |3y, |2y ^ |3y
E
C
, Fo “
A
|1y, |2y, |3y, |1y ^ |2y ^ |3y
E
C
.
Again, any two of the above weight vectors are root-neighbours, so the momentum polytopes
are single points, i.e. µpFeqX t` “
`
1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
˘
, µpFoqX t` “
`
1
2
, 1
2
,´1
2
˘
. The case with N “ 4
is the first case, where spaces N2 are nontrivial.
N2pFeq “
A
|1y ^ |2y ^ |3y ^ |4y
E
C
, N2pFoq “
A
|1y ^ |2y ^ |3y
E
C
.
Spaces N2 are one-dimensional, hence the spectral polytopes are just the line segments.
µpFeq X t` “
"
p1´ tq
ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
˙
` t
ˆ
´1
2
,´1
2
,´1
2
,´1
2
˙
: 0 ď t ď 1
2
*
,
µpFeq X t` “
"
p1´ tq
ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,´1
2
˙
` t
ˆ
´1
2
,´1
2
,´1
2
,
1
2
˙
: 0 ď t ď 1
2
*
,
where the range of t is such that the line segment is contained in t`. Equivalently, the spectral
polytopes are given by equations
PpFeq “
"
pη1, . . . , η4q P R4 : η1 “ η2 “ η3 “ η4, 1 ď η1 ď 1
2
*
,
PpFoq “
"
pη1, . . . , η4q P R4 : η1 “ η2 “ η3, η4 “ ´η3, 1 ď η1 ď 1
2
*
.
For N “ 5, the N2-spaces are
N2pFeq “ Λ4pC5q – C5, N2pFoq “ Λ3pC4q ‘ Λ4pC4q – C4 ‘ C.
It is straightforward to check that in both cases any two weights are root-neighbours.
Therefore, the Kλ-momentum images of N2 are the highest weights for the respective
representations of Kλ, i.e.
µKλpN2pFeqq X ptλq` “
ˆ
1
2
,´1
2
,´1
2
,´1
2
,´1
2
˙
,
µKλpN2pFoqq X ptλq` “
ˆ
1
2
,´1
2
,´1
2
,´1
2
,
1
2
˙
.
Therefore, the spectral polytopes are the line segments from the highest weight to the
momentum image of N2, intersected with t`. The results read
PpFeq “
"
pη1, . . . , η5q P R5 : η1 “ 1
2
, η2 “ η3 “ η4 “ η5, 1 ď η2 ď 1
2
*
,
PpFoq “
"
pη1, . . . , η5q P R5 : η1 “ 1
2
, η2 “ η3 “ η4, η5 “ ´η4, 1 ď η2 ď 1
2
*
.
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The spin representations of Spinp2Nq are not spherical for N ě 6. Hence, the polytope
from doubly excited states may not be equal to the entire spectral polytope. However, the P2
polytopes for N “ 6 and N “ 7 are easy to compute, as they are the convex hulls of some
known polytopes for the scenarios with a fixed number of fermions and the highest weight.
The question of whether in these cases we have P2 “ P remains open.
7. Summary and outlook
In this work, we describe the set of quantum marginals, which are the one-particle
reduced density matrices stemming from a pure state. By the local unitary symmetry of
the problem, the set of all one-particle reduced density matrices that are compatible with
some pure quantum state is fully described by their spectra. Notably, the set of admissible
spectra forms a polytope, which is called the spectral polytope. Formulating the problem
of the description of the spectral polytope in terms of representation theory of compact Lie
groups allows us to treat a variety of physical scenarios in a consistent way. In particular, we
applied our methodology to the description of the set of correlation matrices in the fermionic
Fock space. Using the local description of the spectral polytope around its distinguished
vertex (the highest weight), we gave a general construction of two polytopes that bound
the spectral polytope. The polytope, which is the upper bound involves all the j-excitation
spaces. Direct computation of this polytope is of interest in quantum chemistry [62, 63],
as the facets of the polytope bound the spectral polytope sharply, hence they yield some
generalised Pauli constraints for systems of L fermions in N modes. The generalised Pauli
constraints give rise to the phenomenon of pinning and quasipinning of fermionic occupation
numbers [64–70]. These constraints are expected to be easier to compute than the constraints
for the entire spectral polytope. To this end, it is crucial to develop new tools that allow one to
compute the joins of momentum maps (see Definition 17). The construction of the polytope
being the lower bound involves only a small part of the entire Hilbert space, namely the
doubly excited states and its description is more tractable. We classified quantum systems,
where both bounds coincide giving the whole spectral polytope. In particular, we obtained
new results regarding the spectral polytopes in the fermionic Fock space. As the examples
computed in Section 6 show, the spectral polytopes of j-excitation spaces have an inductive
structure in the sense, that they correspond to smaller quantum systems of analogous type. In
particular, in order to compute the local cone at the ground state for distinguishable particles,
one needs the knowledge of the spectral polytopes for systems of distinguishable particles
with a smaller number of modes. A similar phenomenon is true for systems of fermions.
It would be interesting to explore further this behaviour to obtain other new bounds for the
spectral polytope.
Another way to develop further the methodology introduced in this paper would be the
description of the local cones around other vertices of the spectral polytope. We expect that
the spectral polytope is the intersection of a small number of cones, while the remaining
vertices come from the intersections of the cones.
The results of this paper are also useful for finding new classes of maximally entangled
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states. In the SLOCC classification the maximally entangled states are the states that are
mapped by the momentum map to the vertex of the positive Weyl chamber. In all scenarios
considered in this paper the polytope from doubly excited states contains the vertex of the
positive Weyl chamber. Therefore, there are some classes of doubly excited states that are
maximally entangled in the sense of the said SLOCC classification.
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